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A.

Airy (Sir G. B.). On the Tides at Malta, 123.

Anemometer, determination of the constants of a cup, 777 (see Robinson).

Apes, placentation of, 523 (see Turner).

 Aurelia aurita, nervous system of, 563.

B.

Bakerian Lecture, 243 (see Crookes).

Battery, chloride of silver, 55, 155 (see De la Rue).


Bullar (J. F.). On the Development of the Parasitic Isopoda, 505.

C.

Consortia, expedition to, for observation of total solar eclipse, 153.


Cayley (A.). A Tenth Memoir on Quantics, 603.

Clifford (W. K.). On the Classification of Loci, 663.

Coal-Measures, fossil plants of, 319 (see Williamson).

Corals, structure of, 425 (see Moseley).


Croonian Lecture, 425 (see Moseley).
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D.

DE LA RUE (W.) and MÜLLER (H. W.). Experimental Researches on the Electric Discharge with the Chloride of Silver Battery.—Part I. The Discharge at Ordinary Atmospheric Pressures, 55 (for index see p. 119).

DE LA RUE (W.) and MÜLLER (H. W.). Experimental Researches on the Electric Discharge with the Chloride of Silver Battery.—Part II. The Discharge in Exhausted Tubes, 155 (for index see p. 239).

Dentine, structure and development of, 25 (see Tomes).

Discharge, electric, striking distance of, 57; appearance of, 88 (see De La Rue).

Dohrn, Examination of his Experimental Investigation of the Velocity of the Cups of an Anemometer, 777.

E.

Eclipse, total solar, of April 6, 1875, 139.

Electro-motive force of chloride of silver cell, 56.

Electrostatic capacity of glass, 17.

Elliptic functions, transformation of, 419.

Eyes of insects, 577 (see Lowne).

F.

Fossil plants of coal-measures, 319 (see Williamson).

G.

Gadidae, teeth of, 41.

Glass, electrostatic capacity of, 17.

Gutch (J. W. G.). Extract from Letter from, relative to Irregularities on Tide Registers, 138.

H.

Haughton (S.). On the Tides of the Arctic Seas.—Part VII. Tides of Port Kennedy, in Bellot Strait, 1.

Heat, mechanical equivalent of, 365.

Hopkinson (J.). Electrostatic capacity of Glass, 17.

Hydroid character of Stylasteridae, 425 (see Moseley).

I.

Induction of electric currents, 105 (see De La Rue).

Isopoda, parasitic, development of the, 505.

J.

INDEX.

L.

Light, experiments bearing on the electro-magnetic theory of, 17.
Loci, classification of, 663.
Lockyer (J. N.).  Report on the Total Solar Eclipse of April 6, 1875, 139.

M.

Macacus cynomolgus, 526.
Meduse, nervous structure of, 563.
Moseley (H. N.).  The Croonian Lecture.  On the Structure of the Stylasteridae, a Family of the Hydroid Stony Corals, 425.—Introduction, 425; structure of the hard and soft parts in the several genera of the Stylasteridae, 429; genus Pliobothrus, 440; Errina, 442; Spinipora, 447; Stylaster, 449; Allopora, 454; Astylus, 457; Cryptothelia, 462; general remarks, 467; parasites, 469; classification, 469; characters of the sub-order Hydrocorallinae, and of the families and genera contained in it, 473; species of Stylasteridae already known, 478; description of plates, 486.
Müller (H. W.) and De La Rue (W.) (see De La Rue).

N.

Nervous system, anatomy of the, in vertebrate animals, 735.

P.

Paraffins, action of bromine on, 49.
Placentation of apes, 523 (see Turner).
Polyodon folium, osteology of, 683.

Q.

Quantics, 603.

R.

Radiation, on repulsion resulting from, 243 (see Crookes).
Radiometer, effect of shape of the vanes in, 278; radiometer with internal heat, 392 (see Crookes).
INDEX.

S.

Schräfer (E. A.). On the Nervous System of Aurelia aurita, 563.—Postscript, as to the literature of the subject, 574.
Schlemmer (C.). On the Normal Paraffins, Part II., 49.
Schuster (A.) and Lockyer (J. N.) (see Lockyer).
Seiccles, at Malta, 136; at Swansea, 138.
Siam, expedition to, for observation of total solar eclipse, 141.
Skull, development of, in the Common Snake, 385.
Spottiswoode (W.), vacuum tube of, with movable terminal, 163, 210.
Stokes (G. G.). Appendix to Dr. Robinson's Paper on the Cup Anemometer, 818.
Stylasterideæ, 425 (see Moreley).

T.

Teeth, structure of, 25; attachment of, in Gadidae, 41.
Teleostei, nervous system of, 735.
Tidal constants for Port Kennedy, diurnal, 13; semidiurnal, 16.
Tides at Malta, 123.
Tides of the Arctic Seas, 1.
Tropidonotus matræ, development of skull in, 385.
Turner (W.). On the Placenta of the Apes, with a Comparison of the Structure of their Placenta with that of the Human Female, 523 (for contents see p. 523).

V.

Vacuum tubes, history of, with changing pressure, 171.

W.

Williamson (W. C.). On the Organization of the Fossil Plants of the Coal-Measures.—Part IX., 319; Calamites, 322; Asterophyllites, 332; Lepidodendron and Sigillaria, 335; Lepidodendroid reproductive organs, 340; Ferns, 350; Cordaites, 352; index to plates, 357.
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